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# 919  Quotations That Are Dripping With Reality

Today, a look at reality, through the words of 
those who said and wrote something worth 
putting between quotation marks. I’m Jerry 
Roberts, and that’s next, on The Extra Point.


You’ve got a way of seeing reality. I’ve got a 
way of seeing reality. Everybody seems to 
have their own way of seeing reality. Why is it 
that so many of us see the same thing, the 
same reality, so differently? Quotations, today, 
on The Extra Point.


“We live in a fantasy world, a world of illusion. 
The great task in life is to find reality.” 
— Novelist Iris Murdoch


“Don't let someone else's opinion of you 
become your reality.”  
— Motivational speaker Les Brown


“The world of reality has its limits; the world of 
imagination is boundless.”  
— Philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau


“Face reality as it is, not as it was or as you 
wish it to be.”  
— Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric


"The belief that one's own view of reality is the 
only reality, is the most dangerous of all 
delusions.”  
— Therapist Paul Watzlawick


“Freedom of speech and thought matters, 
especially when it is speech and thought with 
which we disagree. The moment the majority 
decides to destroy people for engaging in 
thought it dislikes, thought crime becomes a 
reality.”  
— Commentator Ben Shapiro


“Whatever we plant in our subconscious mind 
and nourish with repetition and emotion, will 
one day become a reality.”  
— Author and speaker, Earl Nightingale


“There are more things to alarm us than to 
harm us, and we suffer more often in 
apprehension than reality.”  
— Lucius Annaeus Seneca, Roman statesman


“Either you deal with what is the reality, or you 
can be sure that the reality is going to deal 
with you.”  
— Author Alex Haley


“People will try to tell you that all the great 
opportunities have been snapped up. In reality, 
the world changes every second, blowing new 
opportunities in all directions, including yours."  
—Inventor Ken Hakuta, AKA Dr. Fad


“I secretly think reality exists so people on 
social media can argue about it."  
— Unknown


"Strange how paranoia can link up with reality 
now and then.”  
— Science fiction writer Philip K. Dick


"Very often, when leaders repeat things over 
and over, they are preparing you for when that 
meme actually emerges in reality.”  
— Historian Timothy D. Snyder


"So many people live within unhappy 
circumstances and yet will not take the 
initiative to change their situation because they 
are conditioned to a life of security, conformity, 
and conservation — all of which may appear to 
give one peace of mind, but in reality, nothing 
is more damaging to the adventurous spirit”.  
— Christopher McCandless, adventurer and 
nomad


“Reality is easy. It's deception that's the hard 
work.”  
— Singer Lauryn Hill


(Con’t.)




— Dr. Seuss


“Change the way you look at things and the 
things you look at…change.”  
— Author Wayne W. Dyer


“Who put a ‘stop payment’ on my reality 
check?”  
— Unknown


“Let me put it this way — nothing ever brings 
me back to reality that doesn't remind me why 
I left.”  
— Author Robert Brault, who also said:


“If I do not accept reality, it is because I have 
looked behind the curtain and seen how they 
do it.”  

“The lowest form of popular culture — lack of 
information, misinformation, disinformation, 
and a contempt for the truth or the reality of 
most people's lives — has overrun real 
journalism. Today, ordinary Americans are 
being stuffed with garbage.” 

— Journalist Carl Bernstein, he of Watergate 
fame 

That’s The Extra Point. Be responsible and 
make something good happen today. For 93.3 

and the Ray Gibson Show, I’m Jerry Roberts.


###


For information on training and consulting 
services with Jerry Roberts, please click this 
link: guamtraining.com


 


“You know you’re in love when you can’t fall 
asleep, because reality is finally better than 

your dreams.”

(Always look behind the curtain, if you can)

http://guamtraining.com

